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Abstract : “Cluster Management using Kubernetes” demonstrates a way to efficiently deploy and manage Web Pages/Web 

Applications using Kubernetes as the base for deployment.  

It works on the principle of using Pods (an inbuilt functionality of Kubernetes). The deployed Pods contain multiple containers 

and these containers can have multiple Images in it.  

Since, Kubernetes is an open source tool it provides you the freedom of letting you move workload anywhere you want. Not only it 

widely used by Google. It is also quickly being adopted by a lot of big companies and upcoming techies. 

For those of you who deploy and manage multi scaled infrastructure of Web Pages you’ll appreciate that using Kubernetes for 

managements will reduce your workload and a lot of automations can be put in place to ease out your lives. Some of the key 

benefits of using Kubernetes for maintaining are -   

 Automates rollouts and rollbacks 

 Storage orchestration 

 Horizontal scaling 

 Self-monitoring 

Kubernetes can make use of many more such features. The above points are only to give you a hint of what Kubernetes is capable 

of. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE 

To Demonstrate the working of Kubernetes and Monitoring the Deployed application, in case our physical storage gets fully 

utilized then used shared storage for the storing the containers data also monitor the cluster logs using Splunk. 

 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES: 

 To Deploy the the pods of the kubernetes.  

 Pods contains the Containers having Images which are pulled from DockerHub, and monitor this pods using Monitoring 

tool i.e Splunk. 

 This Project also aims to provide persistent storage volume for data stored on the cluster 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 Deploy the Pods using Kubernetes 

 Using Openfiler we used SAN based Shared storage. 

 Create a Persistent Volume for the permanent data store. 

 Monitor the Containers logs using Splunk tool. 

 

2. SYSTEM REQUIRMENT 

 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

o OPENFILER OS 

o VMWARE WORKSTATION 

o UBUNTU OS 

o SPLUNK (TRIAL VERSION) 

 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
o RAM 16 GB 

o INTEL 4 CORE PROCESSOR 

o NTERNET CONNECTIVITY 

 OS PLATFORM USED: 

o LINUX 

3. KUBERNETES 

Kubernetes is a portable, extensible, open-source platform for managing containerized workloads and services that 

facilitates both declarative configuration and automation. It has a large, rapidly growing ecosystem. Kubernetes services 

support and tools are widely available. 

The name Kubernetes originates from Greek, meaning helmsman or pilot. Google open-sourced the Kubernetes project in 

2014. Kubernetes builds upon a decade and a half of experience that Google has with running production workloads at scale, 

combined with best-of-breed ideas and practices from the community. 

Kubernetes is itself not a Platform as a Service (PaaS) tool, but it serves as more of a basic framework, allowing users to 

choose the types of application frameworks, languages, monitoring and logging tools, and other tools of their choice. In this 

way, Kubernetes can be used as the basis for a complete PaaS to run on top of; this is the architecture chosen by the 

OpenShift Origin open source project in its latest release. 
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Let’s take a look at why Kubernetes is so useful by going back in time: 

 

Traditional deployment era: Early on, organizations ran applications on physical servers. There was no way to define 

resource boundaries for applications in a physical server, and this caused resource allocation issues. For example, if multiple 

applications run on a physical server, there can be instances where one application would take up most of the resources, and 

as a result, the other applications would underperform. A solution for this would be to run each application on a different 

physical server. But this did not scale as resources were underutilized, and it was expensive for organizations to maintain 

many physical servers. 

 

Virtualized deployment era: As a solution, virtualization was introduced. It allows you to run multiple Virtual Machines 

(VMs) on a single physical server’s CPU. Virtualization allows applications to be isolated between VMs and provides a 

level of security as the information of one application cannot be freely accessed by another application. 

 

Virtualization allows better utilization of resources in a physical server and allows better scalability because an application 

can be added or updated easily, reduces hardware costs, and much more. With virtualization you can present a set of physical 

resources as a cluster of disposable virtual machines. 

 

Each VM is a full machine running all the components, including its own operating system, on top of the virtualized 

hardware. 

 

Container deployment era: Containers are similar to VMs, but they have relaxed isolation properties to share the Operating 

System (OS) among the applications. Therefore, containers are considered lightweight. Similar to a VM, a container has its 

own filesystem, CPU, memory, process space, and more. As they are decoupled from the underlying infrastructure, they are 

portable across clouds and OS distributions. 

 

Difference between Kubernetes and Docker Swarm: 

 

 

Features Kubernetes Docker Swarm 

Installation & 

Cluster Config 

Setup is very complicated, but 

once installed cluster is 
robust. 

Installation is very simple, but the cluster 

is not robust. 

GUI GUI is the Kubernetes 

Dashboard. 

There is no GUI. 

Scalability Highly scalable and scales fast. Highly scalable 

Auto-scaling Kubernetes can do auto-scaling. Docker swarm cannot do auto-scaling. 

 

Load Balancing 

Manual intervention needed for 

load balancing traffic between 

different containers and pods. 

Docker swarm does auto load balancing of 

traffic between containers in the cluster. 

Rolling Updates & 

Rollbacks 

Can deploy rolling updates and 

does automatic rollbacks. 

Can deploy rolling updates, but not 

automatic rollback. 

 

DATA Volumes 

Can share storage volumes 

only with the other 
containers in the same pod. 

 

Can share storage volumes with any other 

container. 

Logging & 

Monitoring 

In-built tools for logging and 
monitoring. 

3rd party tools like ELK stack should be used 
for logging and monitoring. 

 

Architecture 

 

Kubernetes introduces a lot of vocabulary to describe how your application is organized. We'll start from the smallest layer 

and work our way up. 

 

Master server 

This is the main entry point for administrators and users to manage the various nodes. Operations are issued to it either 

through HTTP calls or connecting to the machine and running command-line scripts. 
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The master server consists of various components including a kube-apiserver, an etcd storage, a kube-controller-manager, 

a cloud-controller-manager, a kube-scheduler, and a DNS server for Kubernetes services 

Nodes 

A Kubernetes node manages and runs pods; it's the machine (whether virtualized or physical) that performs the given work. 

Just as pods collect individual containers that operate together, a node collects entire pods that function together. When 

you're operating at scale, you want to be able to hand work over to a node whose pods are free to take it. 

 

Pods 

A Kubernetes pod is a group of containers, and is the smallest unit that Kubernetes administers. Pods have a single IP 

address that is applied to every container within the pod. Containers in a pod share the same resources such as memory 

and storage. This allows the individual Linux containers inside a pod to be treated collectively as a single application, as 

if all the containerized processes were running together on the same host in more traditional workloads. It’s quite common 

to have a pod with only a single container, when the application or service is a single process that needs to run. But when 

things get more complicated, and multiple processes need to work together using the same shared data volumes for correct 

operation, multi-container podsease deployment configuration compared to setting up shared resources between containers 

on your own. 

 

For example, if you were working on an image-processing service that created GIFs, one pod might have several containers 

working together to resize images. The primary container might be running the non-blocking microservice application 

taking in requests, and then one or more auxiliary (side-car) containers running batched background processes or cleaning 

up data artifacts in the storage volume as part of managing overall application performance. 

Deployments 

Kubernetes deployments define the scale at which you want to run your application by letting you set the details of how you 

would like pods replicated on your Kubernetes nodes. Deployments describe the number of desired identical pod replicas 

to run and the preferred update strategy used when updating the deployment. Kubernetes will track pod health, and will 

remove or add pods as needed to bring your application deployment to the desired state. 

 

Services 

The lifetime of an individual pod cannot be relied upon; everything from their IP addresses to their very existence are prone 

to change. In fact, within the DevOps community, there’s the notion of treating servers as either “pets” or “cattle.” A pet is 

something you take special care of, whereas cows are viewed as somewhat more expendable. In the same vein, Kubernetes 

doesn’t treat its pods as unique, long-running instances; if a pod encounters an issue and dies, it’s Kubernetes’ job to replace 

it so that the application doesn’t experience any downtime. 

 

A service is an abstraction over the pods, and essentially, the only interface the various application consumers interact with. 

As pods are replaced, their internal names and IPs might change. A service exposes a single machine name or IP address 

mapped to pods whose underlying names and numbers are unreliable. A service ensures that, to the outside network, 

everything appears to be unchanged. 
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Cluster 

A cluster is all of the above components put together as a single unit. A cluster consists of at least one cluster master and 

multiple worker machines called nodes. These master and node machines run the Kubernetes cluster orchestration system. 

Kubernetes components 

With a general idea of how Kubernetes is assembled, it's time to take a look at the various software components that make 

sure everything runs smoothly. Both the master server and individual worker nodes have three main components each. 

 

Master server components 

 

API Server 

The API server exposes a REST interface to the Kubernetes cluster. All operations against pods, services, and so forth, are 

executed programmatically by communicating with the endpoints provided by it. Its a connector between all the kubernetes 

components and mediates all interactions between clients and the API objects stored in etcd. The APIs are exposed and 

managed by the server, the characteristics of those API requests must be described so that the client and server know how 

to communicate. 

Scheduler 

The scheduler is responsible for assigning work to the various nodes. It keeps watch over the resource capacity and ensures 

that a worker node’s performance is within an appropriate threshold. It is a simple algorithm that defines the priority to 

dispatch and is responsible for scheduling pods into nodes. It is continuously scanning the API server (with watch protocol) 

for Pods which don’t have a node Name and are eligible for scheduling. 

 

Controller manager 

The controller-manager is responsible for making sure that the shared state of the cluster is operating as expected. More 

accurately, the controller manager oversees various controllers which respond to events (e.g., if a node goes down). 

Controller manager is a collection of control loops rolled up into one binary. It creates and updates the Kubernetes internal 

information. 

 

Worker node components 

Kubelet 

The kubelet is the primary “node agent” that runs on each node. It can register the node with the apiserver using one of: the 

hostname; a flag to override the hostname; or specific logic for a cloud provider. 

 

The kubelet works in terms of a PodSpec. A PodSpec is a YAML or JSON object that describes a pod. The kubelet takes a 

set of PodSpecs that are provided through various mechanisms (primarily through the apiserver) and ensures that the 

containers described in those PodSpecs are running and healthy. The kubelet doesn’t manage containers which were not 

created by Kubernetes. 

Other than from anPodSpec from the apiserver, there are three ways that a container manifest can be provided to the Kubelet. 

A Kubelet tracks the state of a pod to ensure that all the containers are running. It provides a heartbeat message every few 

seconds to the master server. If a replication controller does not receive that message, the node is marked as unhealthy. 

 

Kube proxy 

The Kube proxy routes traffic coming into a node from the service. It forwards requests for work to the correct containers. 

The kubelet takes a set of PodSpecs that are provided through various mechanisms and ensures that the containers described 

in those PodSpecs are running and healthy. The kubelet doesn’t manage containers which were not created by Kubernetes. 

The Kubernetes network proxy runs on each node. This reflects services as defined in the Kubernetes API on each node and can do 

simple TCP, UDP, and SCTP stream forwarding or round robin TCP, UDP, and SCTP forwarding across a set of backends. Service 

cluster IPs and ports are currently found through Docker-links-compatible environment variables specifying ports opened by the 

service proxy. There is an optional addon that provides cluster DNS for these cluster IPs. The user must create a service with the 

apiserver API to configure the proxy 
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Installation of kubernetes 

Docker is basically a container engine which uses the Linux Kernel features like namespaces and control groups to create 

containers on top of an operating system and automates application deployment on the container. 

Step-1 :- Install apt-transport-https and add kubernetes repository 

 

This APT transport allows the use of repositories accessed via the HTTP Secure protocol (HTTPS), also referred to as HTTP 

over TLS. It is available by default since apt 1.5 and was available before that in the package apt-transport-https. Note that 

a transport is never called directly by a user but used by APT tools based on user configuration. 

 

 

Step-2 :- Install and mark on-hold the following 

 

The kubelet is responsible for scheduling, managing and running containers on your hosts. kubeadm tool is a production-

ready convenience utility used to configure the various components that make up a working cluster. The kubernetes-cni 

package represents the networking components which are not built into Kubernetes directly. 

 

We need to put the Kubernetes packages on hold because if we do not, when a newer version is released and we run apt-get 

upgrade, we could end-up with an unexpected bump in our Kubernetes version. 

 

Step-3 :- Disable Swap Spaces 

 

The Kubernetes maintainers decided that the use of swap memory can lead to unpredictable behaviours and preferred to 

turn it off, than to contend with any of the side-effects that may come up. 

You can check if you have swap enabled by typing in cat /proc/swaps. If you have a swap file or partition enabled then turn 

it off with swapoff. You can make this permanent by commenting out the swap file in /etc/fstab. 

 

At this point you should have run the above steps on each of your nodes. These are all common steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step-4 :- Cluster Initialization 

 

Initialize your cluster with kubeadm 
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You only need to run this step on your designated master node, for us that was master. 

 

Copy kube config 

 

To be able to use kubectl command to connect and interact with the cluster, the user needs kube config file. 

In my case, the user account is mavi 

 

 mkdir -p $HOME/.kube 

 sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config 

 sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config 

Deploy Calico network 

 

This has to be done as the user in the above step (in our case it is mavi) 

 

Use command Kubectl get nodes to check number of pods that are currently in the cluster. 

 

Now after the network command use the Cluster Join command that we got after the Kube initiation command on Worker 

nodes. 

 

 

After using the join command on Worker node the output we get on master node for number of nodes connected is :- 

Now both master and worker1 are in the cluster. 

But still the management of the cluster can only be done through Command Line only so we need to generate the UI 

Dashboard for Kubernetes. 

Using the following command the UI Dashboard is generated. 

 

Now if we use Kubectl pxoxy on command line and check the browser on the following URL 

 

The Dashboard login below is available now. 
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But if we login through the token, we would still not be able to get information of the cluster the default user for Dashboard 

does not cluster admin privileges so we need to create another user with privileges. 

 

A user by the name dashboard-admin is created with cluster admin privileges. 

Now, to login into the UI we need the secret token is generated for this dashboard-user. This can be retrieved using the 

following commands. 

As we discussed earlier that now we need to access the UI by the link 

 

But it is very difficult to remember such a link so, to overcome this issue the dashboard is exposed as a service and 

the NodePort is fixed so that it can easily be accessed. 

The following changes are made by using the command:- 

 

The changes made are for NodePort only. 
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Now the dashboard service can be accessed on port 32323 of Node worker1 in our case. 

 

At this stage we are done with creating a cluster with two nodes namely master and worker1 also we have generated the UI 

for Kubernetes along with a privileged user for accessing the dashboard. 

Now we will move forward with attach a SAN (Storage Area Network) e.g. Openfiler based storage to the master node so 

that we can use it for combined storge. 

 

4. OPENFILER 

 

Openfiler is an Linux based operating system that provides file-based network-attached storage (NAS) and block-based 

storage area network(SAN) or we can say that Openfiler provides a simple way to deploy and manage networked storage. 

Openfiler helps you to build the very powerful & reliable networked storage solution which is easily managed by the 

Openfiler browser based management UI. It provides the file based storage networking protocols such as NFS & CIFS 

which ensures cross platform compatibility for windows, Linux & UNIX. It also provides the iSCSI Target & Fiber channel 

features which can be used in the virtualized environments such as VMware. 

Openfiler helps the Storage administrators & IT Team to deploy, manage & utilize the storage efficiently within 

multi-platform network. It provides the range of the storage networking protocol which makes it excellent choice to use it. 

It also helps companies to save the cost of storage system because it is an open source storage solution. Openfiler can be 

directly deployed on the Physical Hardware or also can be used in the Virtualized Environment. 

Key Benefits of Openfiler: 

 

 RAID 0,1,5,6,10 support 

 Bare metal or Virtualization Installation 

 Unified storage SAN & NAS 

 CIFS, NFS, FTP, HTTP protocol support 

 Intuitive Web Based UI & Management 

 Access Control List 

 

VMware System Requirement for Installation of Openfiler: 

 

 VMware Compatible ESX, VMware Player 

 Symbios or Buslogic virtual SCSI disk driver 

 IDE virtual disk driver 

 64 bit Hypervisor 

 2GB or more Memory 

 Virtual NIC 

Step by Step Installation of Openfiler: 

 

Step 1: Download the ISO from Openfiler Website. 

 Mount the ISO to your Server 

 Start the Server 
 

Step 2: This is the first Installation screen you will see. 
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To install it in Graphical Mode press Enter or you can also install it using text mode by second option. 

 

Step 3: Choose the appropriate Language & click Next to proceed. 

Step 4: Now we will specify the partition here. 

But we are going with the default option “Remove all partitions on selected drives & create default layout.” 

Step 5: Now we will configure the network for Openfiler. 

We setup a “automatically via DHCP” i.e we use DHCP network for the Network Configuration. 

 

Step 8: Now select the Time zone (select city as Asia/Calcutta)for your server and next proceed. 

Step 9: Now set the Root user Password 

Reboot the System after Installation then we get Openfiler CLI window that contain IP address and port for web UI. 

 

Step 10: Go to the Browser and write https://192.168.208.130:446 in URL. 

 

Volume Creation 

 

Now, we use iSCSI protocol for the shared storage, to configure iSCSI storage in Openfiler go through following steps: 

 

Step 1: Login to Openfiler using web browser. 

 

 

The default username and password of the Openfiler is: 

Username: openfiler  

Password: password 

If you want you can change this password. 

 

Now after login you get the following UI page, which consist of Openfiler system IP, Hostname, Kernel version etc. 

following information. 
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Step 2 : Now add the one more Hard disk to the openfiler. 

 

Now check in UI there will be 2 disk drive shown in Block device management. 

 

 

Step 3: Create partition and add the volume using volume group. At this stage we have successfully created iSCSI 

partition. 

 

Step 4: At this stage we have successfully created volume group & volume. Now we add the iSCSI Target & LUN mapping. 

 

 

Step 5: Now we allow the Network Access to iSCSI Target so we choose the Allow option. 

 

Step 6: Now come to Master node where we want to share a storage. And install open-iscsi packages. 

sudo apt-get install open-iscsi 
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Steps 7: After that open the configuration file and change the username, password and other parameter. 

node.startup=automatic node.session.auth.username=MY-ISCSI-

USER node.session.auth.password=MY-ISCSI-PASSWORD 

discovery.sendtargets.auth.username=MY-ISCSI-USER 

discovery.sendtargets.auth.password=MY-ISCSI-PASSWORD 

node.session.timeo.replacement_timeout=120 

node.conn[0].timeo.login_timeout=15 

node.conn[0].timeo.logout_timeout=15 

node.conn[0].timeo.noop_out_interval=10 

node.conn[0].timeo.noop_out_timeout=15 node.session.iscsi.InitialR2T = 

No 

node.session.iscsi.ImmediateData=Yes 

node.session.iscsi.FirstBurstLength=262144 

node.session.iscsi.MaxBurstLength=16776192 

node.conn[0].iscsi.MaxRecvDataSegmentLength = 65536 

Save and close the file and Restart the open-iscsi service 

 

Step 8: Now we run a discovery against the iscsi target host. 

 

sudo iscsiadm -m discovery -t sendtarget -p 192.168.208.130 

 

Now this command generates a record id found by the discovery. This record id is used for login purpose. 

sudo iscsiadm –mode node –targetname <record id> --portal 192.168.208.130:3260 –login 

 

Again restart the service 

 

sudo /etc/init.d/open-iscsi restart 

 

Step 9: check the connected disk to the system using 

sudo fdisk -l 

 

Here you can see /dev/sdb is added . 

Step 10: Create a partition using fdisk /dev/sdb and create a 30 GB primary partition . 

Now format the partition in ext3. And create a directory in / named as /iscsi 

Using mount command we mount /dev/sdb1 to /iscsi dir 

Now check the disk usage using df –h 
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As we have attached the Openfiler to the master node, now we will use this storage to create persistent storage that will be further 

attached to nodes for combined storage 

YAML file to create the Persistent Volume 

 

 

The Persistent Volume created has to be claimed for further usage. 

 

YAML file to create the Persistent Volume Claim 

 

 

Now the setup for combined storage is ready for usage. 

 

Deployment of Pods in the cluster using the combined storage. 

 

We will use a Ubuntu image for deployment on which http service is running on port 80 and has been exposed on port 9001 

and is saved in our personal DockerHub repository. 
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Now deploying the image using YAML file and integrating the Persistent Volume into it. 

 

For the ease of access we will create a service for this deployment. 

 

Checking the Newly deployed image using command kubectl describe deployment apache1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now check for the deployment on the browser using the NoPort number 31583 and also on the UI interface. 
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Also the both apache1 and apche2 deployment used the diff images and are running on different Node 

Ports. 

 

5. SPLUNK 
 

Splunk is a software technology which is used for monitoring, searching, analyzing and visualizing the machine 

generated data in real time. It can monitor and read different type of log files and stores data as events in indexers. This 

tool allows you to visualize data in various forms of dashboards. 

Splunk Architecture: 

 

 

 

Splunk Architecture Diagram 

 

Componentes Of Splunk Architecture: 

 

Fundamental components of Splunk architecture: 

 

Universal Forward (UF): 

Universal forward or UF is a lightweight component which pushes the data to the heavy Splunk forwarder. You can install 

Universal Forward at client side or application server. The job of this component is only to forward the log data. 

 

Indexer : 

Indexer helps you to store and index the data. It improves Splunk search performance. By default, Splunk automatically 

performs the indexing. For example, host, source, and date & time. 

 

Search head (SH): 

Search head is used to gain intelligence and perform reporting. 

 

How Splunk Works? 

 

 

 

Forwarder: 

Forwarder collect the data from remote machines then forwards data to the Index in real-time 

 

Indexer: 

Indexer process the incoming data in real-time. It also stores & Indexes the data on disk. 
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Search Head: 

End users interact with Splunk through Search Head. It allows users to do search, analysis & Visualization. 

 

Step by step Installtion: 

 

Step 1 : Installation of splunk Indexer on Master Node 

 

Step 2: After that we install Splunk Forwarder On worker Node and monitor a kubernetes logs there path is 

/var/log/containers and source type is ‘kubernetes’ 

 

Step 3: go to the web browser and type master:8000 

 

 

Step 4: we set the port 9997 to receive a data from splunk forwarder 

 

 

Step 5: In the data summary we select kubernetes to see the kubernetes logs 
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Step 6 : Completion of splunk forwarder configuration in the remote host(client) and connection to master: 

 

Step 7: After we get kubernetes containers logs. 

 

 

Features of Splunk: 

 

 Flexible Data Input 

Collect and index log data from any source imaginable from network traffic to web servers to custom 

applications. 

 

 Search and Investigate Across All Logs 

With Splunk Light you have one centralized place to search and find the source of the fire. 

 

 Real-Time Search 

Search real-time streaming data and indexed historical data from the same interface. User can analyze current 

behavior and activity and see the historical context to get the full picture. 

 

 Monitor and Alert Proactively 

Use your centralized log data to become more proactive. Rather than simply reacting to ad hoc incidents or 

problems, Splunk Light provides active monitoring and alerting. 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The Project has been developed meeting all the requirements thoroughly. 

It has been a substantial stride in the phase of managing clusters of kubernetes pods and deploying Web Applications in them. Yet 

there remain some aspects left unexplored with regard to taking the development of the project to another level. 

The following can be significant future implications: 

 

a) Making User experience enriched with availability web applications at all times and is also portable. 

b) Controlled and automated deployments as well as updates. 

c) More money can be saved by optimizing infrastructural resources thanks to the more efficient use of hardware 

d) Containers can be orchestrated on multiple hosts 

e)  Resources and applications can be scaled in real time 

The capabilities of our project by providing more number of nodes on the top of Type-1 Hypervisors and try to increase the 

scalability of the project with the use of the Kubernetes. Apart from this we can use different tools like Selenium for testing 

our application and for monitoring also we can use ELK for log monitoring. We can use RAID 1 for mirroring the disk in 

iSCSI so that we can restore data in case of failure of hard drive. 

 

In the future considering, the above-mentioned areas, the project can be carried further with its development and can contribute 

meaningfully to serve the organization with the ease of deploying applications.  
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